What is a chatbot?
Chatbots are computer programs:

They are programmed to respond to user questions.
They are utilized by thousands of people every day to perform tasks and
provide information, everything from resetting a forgotten password to
providing healthcare information.

Search bar bot:

You won’t notice some chatbots because of where they live.
The autocomplete function in a search bar is a kind of chatbot. They utilize
knowledge about what users have previously searched to provide instant
support in ﬁnding what you need. They can also provide multiple options
that the user might not have considered but could ﬁnd useful.
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By 2020
80% of online transactions
will be handled by a bot.
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Avatars are a way of
visualizing your chatbot,
it can be a person,
mascot or even a ﬁsh.
Pick something your
customers want to
interact with.

Your chatbot will need a
knowledge base to answer
questions from and a lexicon so
that it can understand the
questions it is asked.

“Chatbots are the new apps"
Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella

Some chatbots don't have faces and talk to you through a chat window
on a website. They are super eﬀective at triaging customer enquiries and
delivering information. They can also do boring tasks like helping people
ﬁll in forms by asking them questions rather than forcing them to go to a
form page. Your chatbot should be able to hand oﬀ to a live human agent
if they can't answer a question or a customer asks to be transfered.

Chatbot

Some chatbots live in social media chat functions like Facebook Messenger,
Skype or KIK. They can be used to provide information on any subject and
assist people in multiple ways, like buying a new shirt, obtaining basic legal
advice, booking hotel rooms or just checking the weather.

The Do Not Pay bot has single handedly beaten over 160,000 unfair
parking tickets!

Chatbots are the future of customer service. We live in a global, 24/7
environment where customers won't wait for support. Chatbots are the
perfect solution, providing accurate information to multiple customers at
the same time 24/7.

Customers don't want to wait for an email reply or be put on hold if they
call; chatbots oﬀer instant answers in a personal format that lets
customers ask multiple questions in a single session.

Over 50% of customers now
think a business should be
available 24/7.

OPEN

Chatbots can hold the fort when the humans
are sleeping.

Things to look for
in your bot
Natural language processing (NLP): keywords aren’t enough; your
bot needs to be able to understand what people are saying
to it, no matter if there are misspellings and errors.
When you buy or build make sure your bot knows your products,
acronyms and business terminology so that it can understand
your customers.
Your bot should come from a good family; it’s easy to build a
chatbot that doesn’t work. Look for a partner with experience
and a good track record in providing chatbots for enterprise.

Inbenta is a global leader in AI, whose patented NLP fuels highly
accurate search solutions for customer support, e-commerce and
chatbots. With a foundation of 10+ years of R&D, Inbenta’s technology
understands & delivers results based on the meaning behind customers’
search queries, not the individual keywords.
The result: industry-leading 90%+ self-service rates.

www.inbenta.com

